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Letting scalpers into the action can help event organisers boost revenue, but a ticket option – like 
a stock option – is the best win-win solution 
Imagine this: You have managed to get the biggest names in show business together for one 
night, and now you need to figure out how to maximise revenue from ticket sales. There is no 
question there will be plenty of demand for tickets, and scalpers will be trying to profit from the 
clamour to see these stars. 
In your desire to freeze out the scalpers you make the tickets paperless and non-transferable; 
you would also be limiting your own revenue. 
“Speculators’ entrance into the market posts a threat to consumers who know that if they do not 
buy their tickets early, they would have to spend more to buy them from the speculators,” 
explain Yao Cui, a PhD Candidate at the University of Michigan. “The capacity providers can 
charge higher prices as a result.” 
Ticket resale can be a good thing  
Cui, who was presenting the findings of his paper “Should Event Organizers Prevent Resale of 
Tickets?” at a recent SMU Lee Kong Chian School of Business seminar, debunks the common 
wisdom that says “ticket resale is harmful to event organisers’ revenues” as being incorrect in 
fixed-price events such as concerts. 
For organisations and events that employ multiperiod pricing, such as some NBA teams, 
speculator resale is a bad thing. 
“In multiperiod pricing, speculators entering the market will essentially force capacity providers to 
sell more tickets early when there isn’t enough information to adjust the price of the tickets,” Cui 
explains. 
For example, if a popular sports team or player advances to the later rounds of a tournament, 
demand for tickets will rise, leading to the opportunity to charge higher prices. If speculators had 
managed to get tickets to the later rounds before the identity of the advancing team or player was 
known, they would be in a position to profit. In effect, event organisers will be competing to sell 
the remaining tickets at a higher price than the face value of tickets already held by speculators. 
"Speculators’ entrance into the market posts a threat to consumers who know 
that if they do not buy their tickets early, they would have to spend more to 
buy them from the speculators." 
Cui wrote in his research: “Without speculators, if the capacity provider (i.e. event organiser) has 
sufficient capacity to satisfy (early bird) consumers and has leftovers, he will then sell the 
remaining tickets (later) at a higher price and earn more revenue…With the additional price 
flexibility under multiperiod pricing, an event capacity provider no longer needs speculators as an 
instrument to boost revenue, he is better off in the absence of speculators.” 
Shutting out speculators  
The objective is ostensibly to block speculators from profiting at the expense of event organisers, 
but by banning resale of tickets altogether, event organisers also deny genuine consumers the 
flexibility of reselling their tickets in the event that they are unable to attend. 
The solution is to make reselling easier for consumers, but less attractive for speculators. 
“In order to achieve that, one thing that firms can do is to support legislation to only allow ticket 
resale through licensed brokers,” Cui tells Perspectives@SMU. “Speculators normally don’t do 
that – they do it at the door of the event venue; that’s why their transaction cost is low. If there is 
some new legislation that requires ticket resale to be made exclusively through official websites 
or agents, then speculator resale will be prevented.” 
While there is no such federal law in the U.S. where Cui did his research, the two biggest 
ticketing companies, Ticketmaster and StubHub, have been competing in the resale market. 
While both companies have taken different approaches towards controlling ticket ownership 
transfer – Ticketmaster going the paperless route, StubHub keeping the paper – the end result is 
the same: The transaction cost of the speculators is as high as the transaction cost for the 
consumers. In such a case, “speculators will not enter the market,” says Cui. 
Cui also points out that if capacity is small and/or the event is popular, the event could be sold 
out regardless of whether fixed or multiperiod pricing is employed. In such cases, it effectively 
becomes a fixed-price event, and allowing consumers to resell tickets will help increase 
revenues. 
It’s good to have (ticket) options  
By capturing the resale market, event organisers can earn commission from reselling the tickets. 
Arguably, it also makes it easier for fans to sell tickets they no longer want by providing a 
buyback option, rather than having to source and find buyers themselves. However, there is a 
better win-win solution: ticket options. 
For example, a sports fan can buy an option for tickets to the final of an elimination sports 
tournament for a small fee, along with an agreed strike price – usually priced higher than regular 
tickets – to exercise the option. He is not obligated to exercise his option, but if his favourite team 
fails to make it to the final, he would lose just the option fee instead of the entire price of the 
ticket if no ticket options were available. Even if the team he supports does progress to the final, 
he could exercise the option to buy the ticket and sell it for a profit if resale prices are attractive 
enough. 
While this pricing model benefits consumers, it also helps event organisers achieve higher 
revenues. Options already paid for – by both consumers and speculators – but not taken up is 
effectively free money for event organisers. These options can be sold again closer to the event. 
If the strike price is set high enough, speculators’ profit will be reduced from reselling the tickets, 
and therefore their presence is curtailed. On the other hand, consumers who exercise the option 
to purchase do so because their subjective valuation is higher than the strike price. Either way, 
the event organisers’ revenues are boosted. 
“It is always the best pricing strategy, at least among the three pricing strategies I’ve discussed,” 
says Cui. “It gives event organisers more flexibility and power. There is no reason why the firm 
can do worse with a more flexible strategy. 
“In the optimal case, the total revenue from the two parts – option and ticket price – will be higher 
than if the firm only sells regular tickets.” 
 
